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Wordpress webiner. Everything you want to know about wordpress + Bonus --------- Minisite Builder

--------- Take a look at the features: Very easy to install - YOU EDIT ONLY 1 FILE! Simply enter the

website information, affiliate IDs and keywords then upload the script and article text files. Auto Creation

of RSS - You dont need to create RSS manually. Its automatically created every time you upload your

article text files. RSS is definitely one of the important aspect in generating back links and traffic to make

your site popular. Auto Creation of Articles List - The list of articles is automatically created. Its important

for your visitors to check what are the available articles in your site. No database needed - Since the

database is not needed then you save some time in installation process. Amazingly simple design that

can easy be modified - The design is simple and can easily be modified by anyone with a knowledge in

HTML or have available HTML editor. This uses HEADER and FOOTER html for templates that can be

modified easily. Uses CSS - This is good for SEO and design aspect. By using CSS color combinations

can easily modified. Built-in Amazon Products - You dont need to add the products manually, all you need

to enter is your Amazon affiliate ID and the products with your desired keyword will be displayed on your

site. Built-in Clickbank Product List like Google Adsense - You dont need to add the products manually,
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all you need is to enter is your CLickbank ID and the products with your desired keyword will be displayed

on your site same as Google Adsense behavior. Built-in Ebay Products - You dont need to add the

products manually, all you need is to enter is your Ebay affiliate ID and the products with your desired

keyword will be displayed on your site. Place to embed your affiliate network like Clickbank - There is a

file where in you just need to enter your Google Adsense code and other affiliate network links and the

ads will be displayed on your web pages.. Configured to blend your Adsense code Search Engine

Optimized Pages - The pages generated are search engine optimized based on the title and the first

paragraph of your articles. Since it is optimized you dont need to worry about on-page optimization all you

need is the off-site optimization like building our backlinks by submitting articles, bookmarking, etc. So

once you created the site, youll just need to focus on marketing or giving traffic to your site. The more

traffic you have the more potential income you will wait. Since Ive created several websites, my aim is to

earn only a dollar each site. Imagine if I have several visitors coming to my site if Im just focus on giving

traffic on my daily IM schedule. Very light coding - The coding is very easy to understand and uses light

weight size of files. Its very fast to upload and very fast to copy. Since your task here is to duplicate what

you have. If you have 20 articles and you already setup one site all you need is to copy the folder and

paste it to different folder or sub-domain modify the keyword you used and replace the articles in the

article folder by uploading the rewritten contents. Hint: just outsource to rewrite your original articles in

several copies so you can create several websites. Rewrite is cheaper than creating a new article. If you

have a good article rewriter software then you can easily rewrite articles. Expandable and easy to update

it: If you have new sets of articles to add to your site or you need to modify an article then youll just need

to upload the text files to the article folder and instantly all pages will be modified to the new sets of

articles you just uploaded.
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